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Help for pests
A new look at pest problems
The title “Help for pests” is deliberately
formulated to allow two interpretations:
The usual interpretation would be that
someone needs help in combating pests.
The unusual consideration however is that
the pests need help, if they have become a
problem that needs to be combated.

The other side of the coin
The less explored aspect of a
plague in the form of pests is
that this imbalance in nature
can also constitute a problem
for the pests themselves.
Uncontrolled multiplication
leads to difficulties with territoriality, and a high density of
pests severely restricts the
living space of the individual

creatures, creating stress. On
the other hand, too many
consumers will sooner or later
eat up the available food supply,
so that there is no longer
enough for them. The multiplication of a species also means
that their predators, the creatures which eat these pests, can
also increase rapidly in numbers due to the favourable food
situation, so that the pests

themselves are in greater
danger of being eaten. In the
end, nobody is served by such
an imbalance in nature – not
even the pests. This insight is so
important because it is possible
with instrumental biocommunication with QUANTEC® to get the
pests to cooperate in their own
interests.
Pests are necessary
Pests are necessary for the
preservation of the creatures
which live off them. The problem
with chemical agents is that so
many pests are killed off that
the predators also die out in
places because of the lack of
food - or because they themselves also fall prey to the chemical
agents. If a field is then not
sprayed against the pests in
question, they fall on it like an
Egyptian plague, because there
is nothing more to keep them in
check. Naturally an ideal
situation for the industry; the
sale of pest control agents
becomes a necessity and a selfstarter.
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A matter of balance
If we now agree that it is not a
matter of eliminating pests, we
can and then proceed with
QUANTEC® in a more gentle way
to solve the problem of restoring
the balance of nature that we
humans have destroyed.

For example:
The roses of the
®
firm QUANTEC
At the entrance to
the premises of
QUANTEC® GmbH is
a long rose bed.
The roses are
naturally a favourite
target for pests of all
types. And naturally,
these roses of the
There are plenty of ichneumon wasps amongst
firm of QUANTEC® the roses this year - on the search for leaf lice
are not treated with
fertilisers or any
other agents - not even natural eat the pests in question)
results in the rose bed absorones.
bing this vibration and attracThese roses are treated exclusi- ting exactly these creatures.
vely with QUANTEC® - and have Where it vibrates as I myself
vibrate, there I feel at home, like
been for several years.
goes to like, and there are many
explanatory examples.
What does this treatment
look like in practice?
A second effect of this treatThe following procedure has ment is that instinct warms the
proven itself for restoring the pests, because everything
indicates that there is an enemy
natural balance:
close by. In nature, this instinctive warning is only in the air, for
1. Attraction of
example if the enemy is already
helpful organisms
lying in wait on the underside of
®
First we take a look at the pests the leaf. The QUANTEC effect is
and diseases affecting the not provided in nature, and
roses on the property. If one is pests therefore instinctively
not very familiar with this field, avoid plants which vibrate like
one can go onto the Internet and their enemies.
look up on the relevant pages
the pests and diseases which As soon as these two factors
come into play, the problem
attack roses (e.g. Wikipedia).
begins to resolve itself . . .
You can then find out what are
the natural enemies of these
pests. These are then entered in
QUANTEC® in the treatment
sheet (HealingSheet) for this
rose bed (see Page 3, Healing
Sheet No. 1).
The treatment of the roses with
the pictures of the helpful
organisms (the creatures which
... continued on Page 4
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2. The use of nosodes
The prevalence of pests can
also be significantly reduced by
the use of nosodes. Nosodes
are homoeopathic preparations, which are normally
obtained from diseases. The
principle: the homoeopathic
potentialisation turns every
disease into a medicament,
which specifically cures this
disease. Nosodes are also used
for eradication (e.g. amalgam

nosode) and nosodes obtained
from pests - in the case of
®
QUANTEC from images of the
pests in question - mean that
the pests are exposed to
unpleasant, homeopathic
vibrations of themselves.
Brief stays in the rose bed are
apparently no problem for
pests, but they are unable to
make themselves really comfortable and breed, where everything vibrates like enemies
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which want to eat you (see
HealingSheet 1) and where you
are exposed to homoeopathically inverted own vibrations.
There are also diseases of roses
for whose causes no useful
organisms can be found, such
as false mildew or leaf blight.
Here nosodes alone provide the
protective function (see Healing
Sheet 2).
... continued on Page 6
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3. Protection and
strengthening of the plants
Pests and diseases can of
course also be combated by
strengthening of the roses and
their immune system.
The first consideration is the
®
soil. A scan with QUANTEC ,
particularly with the agrarian
databases, provides initial
indications and enables immediate treatment. If the roses are
well supplied by the soil, they
already have all the basic
requirements. As already
stated, the use of fertiliser is not
necessary; treatment with
®
QUANTEC is sufficient in most
cases.
Next one must ensure that the
roses have an environment
which is pleasant for them.
The bed should be free of
weeds; for this purpose, we
cover the bed with a thick layer
of bark mulch, which also
prevents it drying out during
longer periods of fine weather.
In the above picture, one can
also see that we have placed a
large natural stone in the bed,
which has already been almost
completely overgrown by the
roses. The stone absorbs
warmth during the day, which it

gives off again during
the night; such a
stone, when the
weather becomes
really cold, can even
prevent frost.
And at the roadside,
the roses are protected against being run
over by cars or being
burnt by the asphalt
in very hot weather
by kerbstones.
In the picture below, one can
see that we have planted
lavender here between the
roses; because of its scent,
lavender keeps many pests

treatment of the soil and an
affirmation, with which we have
already anticipated the result
achieved here, the roses also
receive homeopathic agents,
Brook Blossoms, colour therapy
and much more which is determined to be suitable for these
®
roses in the QUANTEC scan.
AND attention and love...
We like our rose entrance. We
tell the roses that we find them
beautiful. That we are delighted
that they are so beautiful and
enhance the entrance
Is that not infinitely better than
simply to apply fertiliser, or
spray into extinction everything
that is not on the tree by three ?
GOD sleeps in the stones
HE breathes in the plants
HE dreams in the creatures
and awakens in Man.

away from the roses in ist
vicinity. The lavender was a test
®
for QUANTEC :
Would the areas planted with
lavender harbour fewer pests
than the (larger) zone, in which
we planted no
lavender?
After over five years
with this test arrangement, we can
safely say: there is no
difference between
zones with or without
®
lavender - QUANTEC
also carries out its
job alone.
And last but really
not least:
In addition to treatment for the attraction of useful organisms, nosodes,
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